Introduction
============

Perceptual learning is the process by which sensory systems in humans or animals improve their ability to perform a perceptual task, often after extensive experience with a particular stimulus. It had long been believed that this type of learning was tied to one's task performance on that stimulus. Support for this came from a number of studies that found benefits of perceptual learning for features that were relevant to a task, whereas features that were merely exposed showed little-to-no learning ^[@ref-1]--\ [@ref-3]^. Taken together, these studies supported the hypothesis that conscious effort directed toward a sensory feature, by means of processes such as attention, is necessary for the feature to be learned ^[@ref-2]--\ [@ref-4]^.

In recent years, however, evidence for a new type of perceptual learning has emerged -- one that may not necessitate higher-level, goal-directed processes, such as attention ^[@ref-5]--\ [@ref-14]^. In a study by Watanabe *et al.* (2001), evidence was found that perceptual learning could transpire outside of the window of attention. Specifically, observers were asked to perform a demanding task at the center of a display, while they were exposed to an array of moving dots presented in the periphery. Importantly, only 5% of the dots moved coherently in a fixed direction, while the remaining dots moved randomly. Because the motion signal was task-irrelevant, it was assumed that little-to-no attention was actively deployed to that stimulus. Moreover, sensitivities to the 5% and 10% coherent motion were measured before (pre-test) and after (post-test) a training period. The strength of the 5% coherent motion was so weak that subjects were not able to discriminate or detect the coherent motion direction above chance, either at the pre-test or the post-test. Nevertheless, the result of the post-test revealed that repeated exposure improved sensitivity for the 10% coherent motion in the exposed direction. The authors interpreted these results as evidence for a new type of perceptual learning, coined ' *task-irrelevant perceptual learning*', which occurs without attention ^[@ref-5]--\ [@ref-7]^.

Is mere task-irrelevant exposure to a stimulus truly sufficient for perceptual learning? A follow-up study demonstrated that mere exposure is, in fact, insufficient; performance benefits of exposure only occurred when there was a *temporal pairing* between a task-irrelevant motion signal and task-relevant targets ^[@ref-9]^. Most interestingly, task-irrelevant learning appeared to only occur in instances in which the target was *successfully recognized* ^[@ref-15]^. Why is that? One interpretation is that successful recognition of the target letter led to a sense of accomplishment for the participant, which elicited an internal reward signal. As a consequence, task-irrelevant perceptual learning may arise as a result of repeated pairing between a stimulus and internal reward signals, which are released diffusively throughout the brain, affecting both task-relevant and task irrelevant stimuli ^[@ref-5]^.

Although the aforementioned studies did not *explicitly* test this reward-based hypothesis, a number of studies have since emerged, derived from work in animal models and humans, supporting the hypothesis that reward signals are sufficient in order for perceptual learning to manifest. In this article, we will review and synthesize work that has examined how reward signals play a role in shaping perceptual learning. Many models in cognition assume that goal-directed behavior plays a dominant role in governing learning. Goal-directed behavior is a class of behavior aimed towards completion of a task -- a subset of self-attributed motives commonly assumed to require high-level cognitive processes, such as attention and decision-making. For instance, a classic example of a goal-directed behavior is the online computation of the probabilistic contingency between the presence of a stimulus, and receiving a reward. In phenomena such as reward-driven perceptual learning, an individual's estimation of the 'contingency' between rewards and visual stimuli has been shown to impact learning rates, clearly indicating that goal-directed processes are involved. However, not all behaviors necessarily tap into these high-level processes. For instance, reward-driven perceptual learning has also been shown to occur in the absence of any task, as well as outside of an individual's awareness. Interestingly, this suggests that reward signals can gate the emergence of learning, untainted by other higher-level cognitive processes. To explain these results, we propose dual underlying mechanisms of reward-driven perceptual learning: one mechanism that operates 'automatically', free from goal-directed processes, and another mechanism that involves more 'top-down', goal-directed computations, and requires conscious estimation of learning contingencies. Moreover, we propose that perceptual learning, in combination with paradigms used to suppress images from visual awareness, can be leveraged as tools to probe this more 'automatic' component of learning.

How do rewards shape perceptual learning, independent of goal-directed processes?
=================================================================================

The reward-driven hypothesis for task-irrelevant perceptual learning is based on the assumption that internal reward signals are released when subjects successfully recognize a target item, with the temporal pairing between a task-irrelevant feature and the reward signals playing a crucial role in determining task-irrelevant perceptual learning. However, it is possible that the task-based component in those aforementioned studies is unnecessary, and that it truly is the reward signal itself that triggers task-irrelevant perceptual learning. How does one test this hypothesis? The lion's share of perceptual learning studies employ a training procedure by which observers perform a task that is the same or similar to evaluating the amount of learning. However, this makes it difficult to truly understand the effects of reward on perceptual learning, because the role of rewards in such paradigms is necessarily entangled with higher-level cognitive processes, such as attention and goal-directed decision-making, when participants are consciously performing a task on a stimulus. In order to truly understand how rewards gate perceptual learning, one should empirically disentangle rewards process from other cognitive processes. Classical conditioning is a process by which learning is acquired through repeated pairings of a stimulus and a reinforcer ^[@ref-16]^. Interestingly, classical conditioning does not necessitate any task during conditioning. Therefore, by leveraging classical conditioning, one can gain a true understanding of how reward signals modulate perceptual learning, untainted by goal-directed decision processes.

In a definitive test of the reward-signal hypothesis for perceptual learning, Seitz, Kim & Watanabe (2009) discovered that perceptual learning could occur even without any task involvement whatsoever. To do so, this study used a classical conditioning procedure in which human subjects, who were deprived of food and water, passively viewed visual stimuli while receiving occasional drops of water as rewards ^[@ref-17]--\ [@ref-19]^. To ensure that perceptual learning was driven purely by reward signals, this study used a technique known as continuous flash suppression ^[@ref-20]^ throughout the training regime, which is known to render visual stimuli imperceptible. Surprisingly, learning occurred through stimulus-reward pairing in the absence of a task and without awareness of the stimulus presentation. Since neither task nor attention was involved during the training procedure, these results study strongly implicate the continuous temporal pairing between stimulus feature and reward signals as being the necessary and sufficient elements needed for perceptual learning at least in some conditions to occur.

How do rewards shape perceptual learning, in the presence of goal-directed processes?
=====================================================================================

While reward signals alone appear to be sufficient to trigger perceptual learning ^[@ref-10]^, this result does not preclude goal-directed, conscious behavior from also playing a modulatory role in perceptual learning. According to the theory of motivation, implicit motives represent a more primitive motivational system derived from affective experiences ^[@ref-21]^, and it is likely that the task-irrelevant perceptual learning that has been observed rides on this motivational system to yield its effects. However, behavior is also driven by self-attributed (or explicit) motives, which are based on more cognitively elaborated constructs. Such goal-directed behavior, which requires higher-level cognitive processes, likely also governs perceptual learning. Indeed, it has long been suggested that such higher-level cognitive processes, such as attention and/or decision making, also act as main factors in driving perceptual learning ^[@ref-1],\ [@ref-22]--\ [@ref-25]^.

What roles, then, do goal-directed behaviors play in perceptual learning? Specifically, do reward signals and goal-directed decision processes elicit a similar pattern of effects on perceptual learning? To examine the similarity between these 'automatic' and 'top-down' processes in perceptual learning, a recent study developed a methodology that combines perceptual learning with a novel training procedure, which employs either *classical conditioning* or *operant conditioning*. In the classical conditioning variant of the study, human subjects, who were deprived of food and water, passively viewed visual stimuli while receiving liquid rewards during a 'training regime' ^[@ref-10],\ [@ref-17]--\ [@ref-19]^. This experiment was similar to the aforementioned study ^[@ref-10]^, with the notable exception being that there were various reward-contingencies at play, with the orientation content of a visual stimulus paired with a certain probability of receiving a liquid reward ^[@ref-26]^. To vary the probability of reward-delivery, three different stimulus orientations were used for each subject: 1) the zero-contingency orientation had a reward-probability equal to the background reward-rate of 50%, 2) the positive-contingency orientation had an 80% probability of reward, and 3) the negative-contingency orientation had a 20% probability of reward. In the operant conditioning variant of the study, a goal-directed behavior component was added ^[@ref-27]^. In contrast to the classical conditioning variant of the experiment, here subjects performed a 'go/no-go task' in response to the orientation stimuli during a training regime. Specifically, if subjects pressed a spacebar, a liquid reward was delivered at a probability contingent on the orientation of that presented stimulus (for example, 80% for a stimulus tilted 135°, 50% for a stimulus oriented 75°, and 20% for a stimulus oriented 15°).

Results from the classical conditioning variant of perceptual learning showed that learning occurred for both the positive-contingency orientation stimulus as well as the zero-contingency orientation stimulus, but no significant change was found for the negative-contingency orientation stimulus. In contrast, results of the operant conditioning variant of perceptual learning revealed that learning only occurred for the positive-contingency orientation, with no learning found for either the zero-contingency orientation or the negative-contingency orientation ^[@ref-27]^. These results suggest that reward-driven perceptual learning without goal-directed processing is distinct from reward-driven perceptual learning with goal-directed processes.

When there is no goal-directed behavior, a consistent pairing between a visual stimulus and reward seems to be the underlying mechanism for perceptual learning to occur ^[@ref-5],\ [@ref-9],\ [@ref-10],\ [@ref-28]^. In that case, "temporal contiguity" between rewards and visual stimuli play a crucial role for perceptual learning to occur ^[@ref-5],\ [@ref-16]^. However, if goal-directed processes are involved, contingency information between rewards and visual stimuli overrides pure temporal contiguity. In other words, the top-down component can override the automatic components of reward-driven perceptual learning. The operant conditioning variant of perceptual learning demonstrated that learning of a visual stimulus occurred only when that visual stimulus informatively predicted the upcoming rewards ^[@ref-29]--\ [@ref-32]^.

These results square with a study by Law and Gold (2009), where monkeys carried out a goal-directed behavior, performing a visual task to receive rewards. In that study, connections between sensory neurons and the goal-directed decision process that interprets the sensory information were first modified by reward driven reinforcement signals. Subsequently, that same mechanism acted to further refine these connections to more strongly weight inputs from the most relevant sensory neurons, thereby improving perceptual sensitivity.

Common mechanisms between perceptual learning and conditioning
==============================================================

Conditioning is the form of learning in which repeated pairings of arbitrary features with rewards or punishments leads to a representation of the rewards or punishment evoked by the paired features ^[@ref-29],\ [@ref-33]^. At face value, this resembles the task-irrelevant perceptual learning revealed in Seitz and Watanabe (2003), which occurred only when the visual feature was paired with the presentation of a rewarded target. A number of subsequent studies have demonstrated that task-irrelevant perceptual learning in humans can occur for visual stimuli that are consistently paired with internal or external rewards ^[@ref-5],\ [@ref-9],\ [@ref-10],\ [@ref-28]^, and this connection holds true for animal models as well ^[@ref-34],\ [@ref-35]^. Taken together, these studies suggest common mechanisms shared between conditioning and perceptual learning.

How generalizable are the rules governing conditioning to the domain of perceptual learning? One common theme to the perceptual learning and conditioning literatures is that of contingency ^[@ref-29],\ [@ref-31],\ [@ref-36]^. Excitatory conditioning occurs when the probability of a reward is higher for a conditioned stimulus than at other times, which is referred to as positive contingency. Likewise, when the probability is lower (negative contingency), negative conditioning occurs ^[@ref-29],\ [@ref-31],\ [@ref-32],\ [@ref-37]^. Since the contingency rule is a hallmark of conditioning, along with contiguity and prediction error ^[@ref-29]^, a question arises as to whether perceptual learning follows the same rules of contingency as found in conditioning. Were that the case, then one would expect to observe positive learning, negative learning, or no learning in accordance with the contingency between the predicted signal and the reward. Perceptual learning appears to be governed by both classical and operant conditions principles, depending on the situation. Under a task that promotes high-level processing of the stimulus-reward structure, perceptual learning mirrored the rules of operant conditioning, occurring only for the positive-contingency orientation, with no learning in either the zero-contingency orientation or the negative-contingency orientation ^[@ref-27]^. However, under a task that prevented high-level processing of the contingency structure, the effects of perceptual learning much more closely resembled learning of the 'temporal contiguity' between visual features and rewards in classical conditioning, with learning transfer occurring not only for the positive-contingency stimuli, but also for zero-contingency stimuli (of note, there were 50% stimuli-rewards pairings in zero-contingency stimuli). Although there has been considerable debate in regards to whether classical conditioning depends on a contingent relation between conditioned stimulus and unconditioned stimulus ^[@ref-38]^, perceptual learning under a task that prevented high-level processing of the contingency structure is more closely aligned with classical conditioning, in which learning is more influenced by contiguity than contingency ^[@ref-39]^.

Conclusion
==========

Perceptual learning can occur in the absence of a task and outside the window of awareness, suggesting that reward signals gate the occurrence of perceptual learning. This may emerge through mechanisms akin to classical conditioning, impinging on very early visual sensitivity. In that case, 'temporal contiguity' between rewards and visual stimuli plays a crucial role ^[@ref-5],\ [@ref-16]^. However, when goal-directed processes are introduced, the contingency between rewards and visual stimuli overrides classical condition-like operations, instead influencing perceptual learning based on the stimulus-reward contingencies. This suggests that there exists two underlying mechanisms that give rise to perceptual learning: one mechanism that operates 'automatically' and is tied directly to reward signals, and another overriding mechanism that involves 'top-down', goal-directed computations.
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I have greatly enjoyed reading this engaging and inspiring review article. The authors of the article provide a concise and highly focused review of the recent literature on visual perceptual learning, and notably of the so-called task-irrelevant perceptual learning (TIPL). The main thrust of the article is to draw a distinction between an automatic form of TIPL, whereby the repeated occurrence of reward in close temporal contiguity with a visual stimulus (feature) determines perceptual learning of that stimulus (feature), and a more complex and cognitively demanding form of perceptual learning, whereby perceptual learning occurs as a result of the task-dependent contingency between a given stimulus (feature) and reward.

I find this dichotomous view of perceptual learning, and of its modulation by reward, especially captivating and important, especially because we have recently elaborated a similar distinction between types of reward-dependent learning in the attentional domain that conform to classical conditioning and types that conform to operant conditioning ( [Chelazzi *et al*., 2013](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23262054)). Similar to what elaborated here, in prior studies ( [Della Libera *et al.*, 2011](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21559388)) we could detect an impact of reward on attentional learning that conformed to classical conditioning using task variants in which participants were led to believe that rewards were received independently of their performance, in a lottery-like fashion. Conversely, in other work ( [Della Libera & Chelazzi, 2009](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19422618)) we could detect an impact of reward on attentional learning that conformed to operant conditioning using task variants in which participants were led to believe that rewards received in relation to specific stimuli depended on their attentional performance towards the same stimuli. I actually encourage the authors to note such remarkable consistency between notions that are being developed within the domain of perceptual learning and similar notions that are being developed within the domain of attentional learning. In this regard, it is important to eliminate any potential confusion. Perceptual learning refers to improvements in perceptual performance (increased sensitivity) in relation to specific stimuli (features) as a result of prolonged practice with/exposure to the stimuli (features). In contrast, attentional learning refers to an increase in the efficiency with which participants are able to select, or sometimes ignore, specific stimuli within multi-elements displays. It might well be the case that the two learning phenomena are intimately related, but such a possibility has never been formally tested, at least to the best of my knowledge.

One aspect that the authors of the present article might want to elaborate on further is the way in which they conceive the task goal-dependency of the perceptual learning effects necessitating top-down control. In operant conditioning, the key link between a given stimulus and reward is the behavioral response directed towards the stimulus. Reward can only be obtained to the extent that an instrumental response is produced towards the stimulus. Any contingency between the stimulus and reward is not sufficient to elicit operant conditioning. In keeping with this notion, in our own work (Chelazzi *et al*., 2013) we have proposed that in the operant conditioning-like context, the cognitive system is shaped by reward in such a way that particular attentional operations (either selection or suppression, which, in different terms, can be named prioritization or deprioritization) are reinforced in relation to specific stimuli. In this perspective, what is being learned is a specific cognitive act in relation to a given stimulus and the learning is guided by the reward contingency.

As a further development of the distinction put forward by the authors, I suggest that most likely the two forms of perceptual learning ought to differ in other important ways, including the resistance to extinction, the level of generalization across stimuli and tasks, and so forth.

One other aspect that the authors might want to consider is the extent to which the task-dependency of what they describe as the second and more complex form of perceptual learning actually requires that top-down control is exerted in relation to the stimulus for which learning is measured or whether for this type of learning to occur it is sufficient that top-down control is exerted in relation to any stimulus, not necessarily the one for which learning is measured. In the latter scenario, top-down control is engaged, though it is not directed towards the stimulus for which learning is measured, performance monitoring processes are at work, and any resulting reward is linked to ongoing performance. I suppose that this level of top-down control may be sufficient for the second type of perceptual learning to materialize.

Finally, Title and abstract are perfectly adequate.

I have read this submission. I believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard.
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This is a very well-written review aimed to provide mechanistic explanations for different variants of perceptual learning (PL). I enjoyed reading the manuscript and am inclined to follow the logic of the authors although a bit more data confirming the conjectures made by the authors would be desirable. The authors first review a number of papers from their laboratory that showed evidence for task-irrelevant perceptual learning. As opposed to more traditional forms of task-relevant PL, task-irrelevant PL occurs in the absence of attention and is supposed to be driven by external or internal rewards. Based on their data, the authors suggest the existence of two mechanisms giving rise to perceptual learning: an automatic reward-driven and a top-down goal-directed one. The studies listed in the review also suggest an interesting and common mechanism shared between conditioning and task-irrelevant perceptual learning.

I only have a number of suggestions that the authors may take into account to improve the manuscript. The authors attempt to dichotomize mechanisms underlying task-relevant vs task irrelevant PL. Are these two parallel systems? Is it possible that only one mechanism exists which can be \'adjusted\' based on task constraints? In other words, have they considered only one basic principle, whereby goal-directed PL is simply a variant of task-irrelevant PL? For example, one could argue that rewards are the driving force for perceptual learning dependent plasticity and that additional higher cognitive signals such as selective attention strengthen (or override) the reward-driven changes?Given the fact that the authors promote two different mechanisms, it would be interesting if they can speculate about the neuronal pathways involved.What should be done next? Are additional experimental demonstrations for task-irrelevant perceptual learning required? At this moment a rather limited set of stimulus parameters have been used in task-irrelevant PL paradigms. Does one need additional tests, for example by using other stimulus features, other sensory modalities? What about comparative experiments including other species? What about causal experiments trying to identify structures driving PL-dependent plasticity?

I have read this submission. I believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard.
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